Introduction {#Sec1}
============

A short survey of power perceptions in history {#Sec2}
----------------------------------------------

Power is a central phenomen in societies: Who exerts power on whom, to which degree, using which resources and at which costs. Following Witte^[@CR1]^ even in the animal kingdom we observe manyfold power relations perhaps indicating an evolutionary setting. In occidental cultures, the issue of power was and is omnipresent. Linguistic terms with different etymologic roots like Anweald, Auctoritas, Macht, Maht, Potentia, Potestas, Pouvoir, Power refer to this. According to Platon exertion of power is part of human nature. Aristoteles brings into focus hierarchical dominance structures like slavery, despotism and political sovereignty. Often the consideration of power served as a justification of brute force executed by church or state, e.g. Padua^[@CR2]^, Ockham^[@CR3]^, Hobbes^[@CR4]^, Marx^[@CR5]^, then broaden this narrow view. So Ockham as well as Marx detect estate/capital as an instrument of power. Witte perceives different power systems^[@CR1]^according to their extent (individual, micro, meso, macro),according to quality (affective, cognitive, conative).This distinction then adds up to different forms of social power: expert power, information power, power by pressure, power by reward.

In all aspects presented so far there was little attempt to measure power. Jakob Moreno in 1925 emigrated from Vienna to the US and wrote his pioneering article^[@CR6]^ "Who shall survive: a new approach to the problem of human interrelation". For the first time sociological relations between actors were illustrated by graphs. Further research of sociologists made graphs a successful tool to measure structural characteristics of the social fabric, like centrality, closeness, betweenness, etc. But only in the 1960s did the very question come up of how to measure power.

Power in social networks {#Sec3}
------------------------

Social Networks (SN) are sets of actors and their manifold relations. Graphs, hypergraphs and multigraphs are modern tools to illustrate such networks. A first introduction we find in the textbooks of Jansen^[@CR7]^ or Scott^[@CR8]^; the reader interested in more sophisticated mathematical models might tend to study the compendium of Newman^[@CR9]^. Importance, prestige, reputation or roles of actors can be analysed in graphs, and the findings offer respective indices. Even if mankind, for ages, was and is interested in power, the issue in SN appears only in the 1950s^[@CR10]^. Emerson^[@CR11]^ gives a descriptive model of power, and his findings are enhanced by Zegler^[@CR12]^. Such approaches give explications of fiefdom, instruments and resources of power, respective costs, etc.; an exact measure of power is still missing. But already Emerson^[@CR11]^, and later Cook et al.^[@CR13]^, as well as Bonacich^[@CR14]^, perceived the necessity of a real world experimental design to measure power: exchange networks. In laboratory experiments, subjects negotiated with others for "profit points". After a long run of transactions in such an exchange process the power index of each subject was the total profit accumulated^[@CR13]^. Bonacich^[@CR14]^ followed Katz^[@CR15]^ and accomplished a mathematical model which confirmed those experimental results. Bozzo and Franceschet^[@CR16]^ say---perhaps in reference of Emerson---on page 76 that "an actor is powerful if it is connected to powerless actors". From this basic concept they develop complex mathematical equations. However, the strict numerical reciprocity between power and non-power at least is doubtable.

Power theory, of course, is widely reflected and studied in political social networks. Because of its considerable list of references and because of its graph-orientation we name the work of Smith et al.^[@CR17]^. Following Bonacich, the authors distinguish between "power as access" and "power as control". They therefrom derive two forms of influence among actors: positive (a powerful actor is backing its neighbour) and negative (a powerful actor is subduing its neighbour). Their developments result in an ambitious parametric model---yet the calibration might turn out difficult.

Whether power of an actor is mainly based on the position in the network or on personal skills, is a central question in sociology^[@CR18]^. Cook et al.^[@CR13]^ on page 287 come to the conclusion: "Relative positional dependence across the network of connected exchange relations determines power\...". We agree but generalize. A vertex's *structural* power comes from the network's structure and its position therein. An actor acts in a vertex and deployes structural power via its *personal skills*. And this combination of both aspects will allow for a new theory of power.

This paper is organized as follows: In "[Narrative motivation](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}" section, we give a narrative introduction to the new concept followed by symbolics in "[Probabilistic conditionals and structural power](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}" section. "[Structural power of vertices](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}" section transforms the idea into a mathematical framework enabling the calculation of structural power for all vertices in a network. "[Structural power in selected networks](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section analyzes numerous networks; the results are compatible with those of Cook et al.^[@CR13]^, Easley and Kleinberg^[@CR18]^, Bonacich^[@CR14]^. A vertex has structural power, the actor in the vertex deploys it. An alliance of deploying actors can dominate the whole net. All this is developed in "[Deployment of structural power](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}" section. In "[Power alliances in networks](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}" section, we apply the new method to the well-known 9/11 network. "[Resumé and the road ahead](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"}" section is a summary and shows possible future research.

Structural power in in a probabilistic conditional framework {#Sec4}
============================================================

Narrative motivation {#Sec5}
--------------------

We distinguish between vertices and actors in networks. Only this separation permits a fruitful merger of structural and personal power and redounds to a new theory of power. Our concept follows four rules: Structural power of a vertex exclusively depends on its position in the network.If an actor is fully able to exert his personal power on any other actor, the latter is powerless.An actor like in 2. is always able to completely deploy a vertex's structural power. The greater this structural power, the greater the actor's influence in the net.The aggregation of 1. to 3. creates a scientifically profound power pattern in the net.1. meets the findings of Emerson^[@CR11]^, Cook et al.^[@CR13]^, Easley and Kleinberg^[@CR18]^. Results will be presented for numerous networks in "[Structural power in selected networks](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section. Rule 2. follows the logic of Bozzo and Franceschet^[@CR16]^. Rule 3. is possible disposabilty of powerful actors in any vertex. The postulation can be weakend anytime, but for the sake of intelligibility of the model we maintain it.

Personal power comes from an actor, structural power comes from a vertex. The latter is essential in our work and will be modeled in an information theoretical framework. This is what the next section is about.

Mathematical model {#Sec6}
------------------

### Probabilistic conditionals and structural power {#Sec7}
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### Structural power of vertices {#Sec8}
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#### **Definition 1** {#FPar1}
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For a three-vertex-path network we exemplify.

#### *Example 1* {#FPar2}

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows a three-vertex-path with undirected edges.
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The following section presents structural power for a set of selected networks.

### Structural power in selected networks {#Sec9}

For all nets from Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, we now determine structural power for all vertices and compare the results with those of other methods. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, b name and visualize the nets, Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} gives all results. The leading column indicates nets, the headline vertices, the entries in the matrix are *sp*-values and rankings. To solve ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) for all nets, we use the optimization software SPIRIT^[@CR25]^. After presenting the data, results of the new method are compared with those of Cook et al.^[@CR13]^, Easley and Kleinberg^[@CR18]^, as well as Bonacich^[@CR14]^.Figure 2Selected networks. Figure 3Selected networks (continued).
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The consistency between results in experimental exchange nets and the *sp*-method only at a first glance is surprising. Exchange networks determine power by disposable force of transactions upon actors whereas the *sp*-method focuses on suppression as the driving force of power. Apparently, the vehicle "exchange" very consistently detects power structures in networks, but unfortunately is restricted to very small nets.

The *sp*-method measures structural power in vertices, but how can an actor deploy this power? The next section gives the answer.

Deployment of structural power and dominance {#Sec10}
============================================

Deployment of structural power {#Sec11}
------------------------------

Once power of vertices is calculated, all classical methods sketched so far end in these results. Not so for the new *sp*-method. Because of the separation of vertices and actors, housed in vertices, the analysis can and must proceed: What happens when an actor deploys the structural power of a vertex? And if it does, how does this deployment alter the network? How does it alter the remaining structural power in the vertices?Increasing the probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### *Example 2* {#FPar3}
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Now solving ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) like in \"Supplementary material\" means deployment of structural power in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The numbers in the headings of Figs. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} are entropies and hence remaining uncertainty about power relations in the net. Before deployment we had $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure 4Solution of ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) for the locomotive. Figure 5Structural power of vertices for the locomotive. Figure 6Solution of ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) for the locomotive. Figure 7Remaining structural power after deployment in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Example 2** (continued).
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How to find such alliances in general networks is the topic of the following section.

Power alliances in networks {#Sec12}
---------------------------

### Basics on power alliances {#Sec13}

Following the reasoning of the last section, we now develop an algorithm in such a way thatin a subset of all vertices deployment of structural power is realized. Such vertices are called dominant,only adjacent of dominant vertices become powerless,all vertices are either dominant or powerless,the number of dominant vertices is minimal.

#### Definition 2 {#FPar4}

A set of vertices achieving all bullet points is called a minimal power alliance.

To find a good power alliance, we could proceed as follows: Find a vertex with maximal *sp*.Deploy structural power in such a vertex.If H=0, then STOP.Goto 1.The following algorithm details steps 1. to 4.

![](41598_2020_67542_Figb_HTML){#MO15}

Whether Algorithm 1 always finds a minimal power alliance is an open question. As it uses the arg max-function, it is of greedy type and might fail optimality in some networks.

Determining minimal power alliances is equivalent to solving the so-called min$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the next section, we apply Algorithm 1 and ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) to selected networks.
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For all networks from Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, the results of Algorithm 1 and (4) also coincide, except for network 10. Hence, Algorithm 1 not always yields optimality, but has the advantage of transparency: In the 9/11-example, the first actor to be selected is in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Structural power is a new concept in power theory, detached from any costly laboratory experiments. Identifying alliances then is a natural continuation of this concept. All these findings can be realized even for networks comprising umpteen vertices.

Resumé and the road ahead {#Sec15}
=========================

Power is an omnipresent phenomenon in human societies and an ongoing concern for sociologists, politicians and economists. In this paper, we first give a short overview of power perceptions in history. Sociologists very early analyzed power relations and detected their central determinants: instruments of power, fiefdom, power resources, costs of power, etc. A general method to measure power was missing for a long time. Only from the 1960s attempts were made to fill this gap: It was the birth of exchange networks. An actor is powerful when it has many alternatives of action to negotiate with others.

In this paper, an abstract concept of measuring power in networks---beyond the exchange idea---is developed. The position of a vertex is the only determinant of its structural power. To realize this concept, we use a probabilistic-conditional framework. Elementary postulations concerning power relations lead to a mathematical optimization problem allowing for the calculation of all vertices' structural power. The findings are applied to numerous selected networks. Furthermore, we separate actors from vertices. How an actor housed in a vertex exerts influence on other actors is the next step of our research.

To find dominating alliances of actors in networks is a further topic of this paper. For the famous 9/11-network, we determine such alliance and analyze respective results.

There are open questions left for further research:Can an actor housed in a vertex always fully deploy the vertex's structural power? And what if it cannot? Is the new method able to treat partial deployment?Can positive and negative relations among actors be modeled in our probabilistic framwork? And if so, how to check for consistency in the net; is this consistency equivalent to Harary et al.'s balance structure^[@CR29]^ in networks? What about structural power of vertices in such signed networks?These are promising issues for further research.
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